Introduction. Problems of great interest in real-variable theory are the analysis of the structure of a function whose derivative is finite, and the determination of a function when its derivative is given and is finite at each point. The study of these problems has led to a theory of non-absolutely convergent integrals, t The corresponding problems when the derivative in question is with respect to a function of bounded variation have received little attention, and it is with these that the present paper is mainly concerned. In this case we find that there is involved a theory of non-absolutely convergent integrals with respect to a function of bounded variation. LebesgueJ has given these questions some consideration. His results depend, in part, on a transformation which changes integration with respect to a function into ordinary integration. By means of this transformation very general results are easily obtained. But for dealing with some particular situations it is not altogether suitable; for example, a discussion of integral equations which involve integration with respect to a function of bounded variation. For this reason we have, in the present work, adhered to methods which are direct.
Incidental to our main purpose is a study of the derivative of a function Fix) with respect to a function of bounded variation «(#). Here, too, we have been preceded by others, chiefly Daniell. § In the Transactions paper Daniell concerns himself with the central derivative with respect to a, Fix + e) - Fix -e) lim -■■-; <^° a(x + e) -aix -e) and shows that if F is absolutely continuous relative to a, then DaF is summable relative to a, and * Presented to the Society, April 9, 1932; received by the editors in September, 1931, and (in revised form) April 11, 1932. f For extended references see Hobson, Real Variable, third edition, vol. I, p. 692; Lebesgue,  Leçons sur l'Intégration, Paris, 1928, p. 231. Î Loe. cit., p. 296. § These Transactions, vol. 19, p. 353; Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 26, p. 95; ibid., vol. 30, p. 188. 645
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In the other two papers he is concerned with functions of more than one variable. The definitions of a derivative there given, though leading to elegant and profound results for functions of several variables, seem more involved than is necessary for the case of functions of a single variable. He assumes that all the sets involved are Borel measurable, and studies the relation between DaF and/ where F(e) = ffda and the relation between F and the integral with respect to a of DaF when the latter exists.
We start with a function of a single variable F(x) which is continuous or has at most discontinuities of the first kind, give a definition of the derivative of F with respect to a which differs from those given by Daniell, prove that when DaF exists it is measurable relative to a, and obtain results for functions F which are of bounded variation relative to a analogous to the results obtained by Daniell. This is accomplished through the medium of o¡(x), the total variation of a(x) on (a, x). We then proceed to the determination of F when DaF is given and finite at each point. It was for the latter purpose, for which the methods of Daniell did not prove suitable, that our methods were originated.
Throughout the paper frequent use is made of integration with respect to a monotone function, a theory extensively developed by others.* Partly for the convenience of the reader, and partly to give it a turn which makes it more suitable for our purpose, we have included a discussion of the essentials of this theory.
Finally we work out a process of totalization, or what has otherwise been called Denjoy integration, with respect to a function of bounded variation. When the function of bounded variation is the variable x itself, the integral obtained by this process reduces to the Denjoy-Khintchine-Young integral, f the closed interval (#, x+h) if h is positive, or of the closed interval ix+h, x) if h is negative. If e is any set on (a, b), then E = co(e) is the image of e on the co-axis by means of co(x). If £ = co(e) is measurable in the sense of Lebesgue, we designate this measure by mE = mwie), and say that e is measurable relative to co. We further agree that mtoix, h) is negative when h is negative. This set co(x, h) is always measurable, since it is either a single point or an interval. If the set E is not measurable we shall be concerned with its outer Lebesgue measure mE = mu>ie). Let/be any function on (a, b), A any real number, and eA the set for which f^ A. If eA is measurable relative to co, then/is said to be measurable relative to co. These conventions make for a simple notation, and lead to general results.
Lemma I. Let e be any point set on (a, b) for which muie) >0, and such that each point x of e is the left-hand end point of a sequence of intervals ix, x+hi), where h, tends to zero. Then there exists a finite set of these intervals A¿ = (#,-, Xi+hij which are non-overlapping, and for which | otco(A¡) -mw(e) | < «, and | räco(e) -^wco(A¿e) | < e.
As a first step in the proof we put a part of e in a finite set of open intervals a=«i, a2, ■ ■ ■ , a" in such a way that (1) I mu(a) -mta(e) \ < e and (2) | mw(e) -mco(ae) \ < e.
Let e5 be the part of e for each point x of which there is at least one interval of the set associated with x for which Ät>5, and where x and x+hi are both on the same interval of the set a. Then for 5 a sufficiently small positive number we have
There is evidently no loss of generality in considering the intervals of a ordered from left to right. With this understood let ax -(ax, bx). We then have either (a) a first point x[ of e¡ to the right of ai; or (b) a first point xx to the right of or coinciding with ai which is not a point of e¡, but which is a limit point on the right of points of e5. Let ex, e2, • • • be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers with 2~2e» < e-In case (a) holds let x{ = xx and from the intervals associated with xx fix (xi, xx+hx) with hx>5. If (b) holds choose a point xi of eä to the right of x{ and so that if e' is the part of es on x{ <x <xx then wco(e') < ei, and from the intervals associated with xx choose ixx, xx+hx) with hx>8. If xx+hx turns out to be a point of e¡ let xx+hx = x2, and from the intervals associated with x2 select (x2, x2+h2) with h2>8. If Xx+hx is not a point of eg determine (#2, x2+h2) by letting Xi + hx replace ai in the above process, and using e2 in case (b) holds. Continuing this process, since each hi selected is greater than 5 we are led in a finite number of steps to a finite set of closed intervals A¿ = (xi; xf+hi) which are on a, and such that if e' is the part of e¡ exterior to A¿ then mu(e') <2~^(i<e. These considerations, together with (1), (2) and (3), establish the Lemma.
2. Derivatives with respect to non-decreasing functions. Let F(x) be a function defined on (a, b), and a(x) a non-decreasing function on this interval.
If \p(x, h) tends to a limit as h tends to zero, then this limit is the derivative of F with respect to co, DWF. If this limit does not exist we shall be concerned with the upper and lower derived numbers Z)"F_, D"F~, DaF+, and D"F+. It is evident that if F has a point of discontinuity of the second kind then D"F cannot exist at such a point. In what follows F(x -0) and F(x+0) exist as finite numbers for each x. Also F(a -0) =F(a) and F(b+0) =F(b).
3. Bounded variation and absolute continuity relative to co. Let (xt, xi+l) be any set of intervals on (a, b) such that, for each i, moe(xi, xi+1) >0. If there exists a number M for which £ I F(xi+1) -F(xi) I < M for every possible such set of intervals, then F is said to be of bounded variation relative to co. Let Vs be the upper limit of ^ \F(xí+x)-F(xí) | for all possible sets of such intervals with ^«"(a;,-, xi+1) <5. Let V be the limit of F8 as S tends to zero. If V = 0, F is said to be absolutely continuous relative to co.
4. Summability relative to co. Let G be any set on (a, b) which is measurable relative to co. Let / be a function which is defined and measurable relative to co on this set. For I, I' any two real numbers with l<l', it readily follows that the parts of G for which/=Z, /</</', lg¡f<l', l^f^l' are measurable relative to co. Let/be bounded on G, and let (/¡_i, /,-) be a sub-division of the range of/ on this set. Let e¡ be the part of G for which U-xúf<li, i<n, and en the set for which Zn_i ^fSh. Let
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If U-li-X tends to zero as n increases, then both sn and Sn tend to the same limit.* This limit is the integral off over G relative to co, fafdoi. Let/ be unbounded, but finite at each point of G except for at most a set of co-measure zero. Let N and N' be any two positive numbers, Enn> the part of G for which -N<f<N'. Then fENN.fd(j3 exists, and as 2V" and 2V' become infinite mo}(ENN>) tends to mw(G). If
exists, then this limit is the integral of/over G relative to co. We then say that / is summable over G relative to co.t If fa \f\dw exists, then / is said to be absolutely summable relative to co. Since 2V and 2V' are permitted to become infinite independently of each other, it follows that summability relative to co implies absolute summability relative to co. If e is any part of G which is measurable relative to co, then lim I /áco = 0.
mu(e) -.0 J e 5. Properties of derivatives with respect to non-decreasing functions. We prove the following theorem.
Theorem I. // F is of bounded variation relative to co, then the set e at which any of the derived numbers relative to co is infinite has (¿-measure zero.
Let e«, be the set at which DuF+ = <x>. If mo}(em)=K >0, then for any positive number X the set ex for which Z>MF+>X has Mù)(e\) ^K. Hence for each point x of ex there exists a sequence of intervals (x, x+hi) with hi tending to zero for which F(x + hi) -F(x -0)
(1) --~->x.
mo> (x, hi) By Lemma I it is possible to find a finite set of non-overlapping intervals Aí = (xí, Xi+hi) with Xi belonging to ex for which
moe (Xi, hi) and (3) 23wco(Ai) > mco(ex) -e.
Since F(x -0) exists at each point it is possible to find a point x[ to the left of Xi such that
mca (Xi, hi) and such that no interval of the set (x', Xt+h/) overlaps more than the two adjacent intervals of this set. Thus for this set of intervals (xi, Xi+hi) = (x{, xi+h[) we have
Since mw(xi, h¡) ?¿0 it follows that the left hand side of this inequality is not greater than 2M. But M and K are fixed, and X can be taken arbitrarily large. Thus we are led to a contradiction, and the theorem is established. In a similar manner Theorem I is proved for the other derived numbers.
Theorem II. The derived numbers of F with respect to co are measurable relative to co.
Let E and G be any two sets on the co-axis. Let each point p of E be the center of a sequence of intervals A¿ for which jwA¿ tends to zero. Let Eq be the set of points of E which are such that III. If E is measurable, and G is the set complementary to E, then mEG = mGE = 0.
Suppose DuF+ is not measurable relative to u. Then for some real number A the set eA for which D^F+^A is not measurable relative to co. Let eÂ be the part of eA which belongs to the discontinuities of co or to intervals throughout * To appear in the July (1932) number of the Annals of Mathematics, which co is constant. The set eA' then contains the points at which DaF+ = 0 under the third formula for defining xpix, h). The set co(e¿ ) consists of at most a countable set of points and a countable set of intervals, and is, therefore, measurable. Hence the set
is not measurable. Let G be the'set complementary to E on the co-axis. Then from II, + + mEa = mGe > 0.
The set uieA ) belongs to G. But since o>ieA ) is measurable it follows from III that the part of co(eA') contained in Gß has at most zero measure. Hence G contains a part Q for which DWF+<A and for which mQ = MGe > 0.
Evidently each point of Q is a point of Qe ■ Hence mQ+E > 0. Since e^ belongs to e, each point of ef is a point of continuity of co. It follows from the definition of E% that each point of e^* is a limit point of points of rf. Let £ be a point of ef. Then, since ef belongs to eA, for some h < h we have
Let Xi be a sequence of points of rf tending to x, and such that if x,+hi = h+x, then hi < 8. For such values of hi we have from (1)
Since Xi+hi = x+h, and since # is a point of continuity of co, it follows that lim mw(xi, hi) = mu(x, h) r¿ 0.
f->oo Then, since F(xi+h¡) =F(x+h), it follows from (2) and (3) that
Consequently x is a point of discontinuity of F. But x is any point of ef. Hence the points of this set are points of discontinuity of F. But the points of e* are more than countable. For, since mE\ > 0 this set Eg is more than countable. Each point of ef is a point of continuity of co which does not belong to an interval throughout which co is constant. Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of e* and E% by means of co(x). Consequently ef is more than countable. But this makes the points of discontinuity of F more than countable, which is a contradiction. We conclude, therefore, that DÙIF+ is measurable relative to co. In a similar manner the other derived numbers may be shown measurable relative to co.* Theorem III. Lei F be of bounded variation relative to co. Then the derived numbers of F with respect to co are summable relative to co.
Let eN be the set for which 0^ \DWF+ \ <N, let /0<0, h, ■ ■ ■ , ln be a subdivision of (lo, N), and e¿ the part of eN for which /¿_i< \DUF+ | g/¡. Put e,-in a set of open intervals A, in such a way that (1) wco(A.) -wco(e¿) < ti
where N¿^ei< e. Each point of eN is the left-hand end point of each of a sequence of intervals (x, x+h,) for which
where i is the subscript of the set e; containing x, and where x and x+h¡ are * If DWF exists at each point it may be shown measurable relative to a, in a very simple manner. For in this case DWF is the limit of a sequence of functions ^-(.r, hn), and it is easy to show that for each ha the corresponding function has not more than a countable set of discontinuities. But this makes ip{x, hn) a function of Class I at most. Hence DUF is Borel measurable on (a, b), and consequently measurable relative to w. on the same interval of the set A,. By using Lemma I it is possible to get a finite set ixk, xk+hk) of these intervals for which (3) | mooixk, hh) -wco(e¿v) | < e.
Since Fixk -0) exists there is a point **' to the left of xk with xk >xk-X for
We then have
By grouping together the intervals of the set ixk, xk+hk) which correspond to a particular value of i in (4) and by making use of (1), (3), (4) and (5) we get 2~2h-Xmwiei) < 2M + <t\, where rj can be made arbitrarily small by taking e sufficiently small in (1) and (3). We thus get f \DJF\du < 2M.
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The left side of this inequality does not decrease as 2V increases; the set ey tends to include all points of the set e at which DUF is finite. The set e contains all of the interval (a, b) except at most a set of co-measure equal to zero. Thus the existence of lim f I DJÏ+ ¡do, = f \DJ>+ I dw = f \ DJ>+ \ dw N-♦ oo Jey Je Ja is established. From this and the fact that DUF+ is measurable relative to co it follows that DUF+ is summable with respect to co. Let ce be the set complementary to the set e at which DUF+ is finite. Put ce in a set of non-overlapping open intervals («i, ßx), (a2, ß2), ■ ■ ■ and fix n sufficiently great to insure that
n+l Let (/i-i, li) be a sub-division of (-oo, <»), and e, the part of e for which li-X^Da,F+<li. Put et in a set of open intervals A¿ for which If xk is the left-hand end point of an interval of the set (a¿, ßi), let xk+1 be the right-hand end point of this interval. If xk is not the right-hand end point of such an interval let xk+1 be a point of e so fixed that xk+x -Xk < ßi -ai (i = 1, 2, ■ ■ • , n) and
where i is the subscript of the set et containing xk, and where xk, xk+i axe both on the same interval of the set A;. If b does not belong to ce, summing over the intervals of this chain we get from (6), (7), and (8)
where 17 may be made arbitrarily small by taking € sufficiently small in (6) and (7), and 23wco(a,-, /?,) sufficiently small. If b belongs to ce it may, since F(b+0) =F(b), be interior to an interval of the set (a,-, /3<). In this case the left side of (9) where 77' tends to zero with^mco(oü, ßi). Working in a similar manner with DUF+ we arrive at inequality
Je n=X
From (10) and (11) it follows that if D"F+ = DUF+ except for a set of co-measure equal to zero, then, as wco(a¿, ßi) tends to zero, 2Z{F(ßi) -F(a()} n=l tends to a limit v. And if DaF exists* except for a set of co-measure zero, we get the following two theorems.
* By methods similar to those used in the case of ordinary derived numbers we have shown that the set of points at which all four derived numbers are finite and not all equal has w-measure zero. This, with the above reasoning, shows that if F is of bounded variation relative to u then DUF exists except for at most a set of w-measure zero. To conserve space we are omitting this discussion. It is our intention to include it in a paper dealing with derived numbers and Perron integrals with respect to functions of bounded variation. 
If \(x, h) tends to a limit as h tends to zero this limit is the derivative of/ with respect to a, DaF. Let w(x) be the total variation of a(x) on (a, x). Then Dua = g= + 1, except for at most a set of co-measure zero.* Let h be such that mco(x, h) ^0, and divide the numerator and denominator of the ratio defining x(%, h) by mu(x, h). By letting k tend to zero through such values it follows immediately that DaF = DJ?/g except for at most a set of co-measure zero.
A function is said to be of bounded variation, absolutely continuous, measurable, summable relative to a, when it possesses the corresponding property relative to co, the total variation of a. Measurability of sets relative to a is likewise defined.
Let / be a function on (a, b) which is summable relative to a. Then we define /» 6 *% b fda = I fgdu.
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The following theorems are now easily obtained. We prove first that F is absolutely continuous relative to co. Since DUF is summable relative to co so also is ¡D^F |. Let l0, lx, ■ ■ ■ be a sub-division of (0, oo ), and let e¿ be the part of (a, .b) for which 2,_i g2?MF<2,. Put e, in a set of non-overlapping open intervals A, so that mw(Ai) -mw(ei) < «,-where X)«¿^<«. Given any point xk on (a, b) select a point xk+x to the right of xk as follows : If the given point is an interior point of an interval throughout which co is constant, or the left-hand end point of such an interval at which co is continuous, then xk+1 is the right-hand end point of this interval. In this case we have
even when xk is the left-hand end point of such an interval. For if co is continuous at such a point xk so also is F. Otherwise DUF could not be finite. If xk does not belong to the foregoing category of points, select xk+x so that But since \DUF | is summable relative to co the right side of this inequality tends to zero with 53iwco(a" b{). From this we conclude that F is absolutely continuous relative to co. Theorem VIII now follows from Theorem V.
Theorem IX. IfDJF is finite at each point of (a, b) it is possible to determine F(b) -F(a) in at most a countable set of operations.
For the proof of this theorem some preliminary considerations are necessary.
I.* LetP be a perfect set on (a, b). Then the points ofP in every neighborhood of which DUF is unbounded for xonP are non-dense on P.
Suppose the contrary to be true. Let X", r¡n be a sequence of pairs of positive numbers, X" tending to infinity and rjn tending to zero. Let a be an interval containing points of P on its interior. Then there exists a point P' interior to a for which | F(P' + h)-F(P' -0)
Since P is perfect, P' is a limit point of points of P either on the right, or on the left, or both. In the first case it easily follows from (2) that there exists a point c" to the left of P' and an interval a" on a withP' as left-hand end point such that for x on an (!) 'M^à >X.
mw (x, cn) and |c"-x\<r)n. In the second case there exists a similar inequality with cn>P'. In either case the interval a" contains points of P. Hence in the fore-* A discussion similar to this is given by Nalli, Esposizione e Confronto Critico delle Diverse Definizioni proposte per l'Intégrale Definito di una Funzione Limitóla o No, Palermo, 1914. going reasoning it is possible to replace a by <r" and arrive at an interval cr"+i interior to crn and an inequality similar to (1) with x on o-n+i with X"+i and i7"+i replacing X" and r\n, and with |cB+i-x | <t;"+i. For the sequence of intervals thus determined crn contains crB+i, and m<rn tends to zero as n increases. Hence this sequence of intervals defines a single point £ which is a point of P, since it is a limiting point of points of P. But for all values of n we have
Hence DUF(£) is either infinite or does not exist. We have thus arrived at a contradiction, which proves I.
Let P be any perfect set on (a, b), (a,-, ßi) the intervals contiguous to P. Let 2Z \F(ßi-0)-F(cti+0) | diverge. Then there is at least one point P' of P such that, in every neighborhood of P', ^ \F(ßj-0) -F(a,-+0) \ diverges, where (a¡, ß,) are the intervals of (a,-, ßi) in this neighborhood. We prove II. The points P' are non-dense on P. Let a be an interval on (a, b) containing a point of P' on its interior. Then if X and r\ are any two positive numbers it is possible to find (ait ßi) on a with \ßi-ai I <r¡, and such that < 2X, which, with (1), shows that the first is greater than X. To be definite let us assume that
Since P is perfect, a, is a limit point on the left of points of P. It then follows from (2) that there exists a point c with at<c<ßi and an interval cr with a,-as right-hand end point such that for # on <r
Wco (x, c) and |ic -c | < ??. Either of the other two possibilities leads to a similar relation. If now it is assumed that II is denied, the argument used in the proof of I shows the assumption to be untenable, and hence leads to the truth of II. III. Let (/, m) be an interval on (a, b) containing a closed set E. Let (ai; ßi) be the intervals on (/, m) contiguous to E. Let DaF be bounded on E, and let ¿ \Fißi-0)-Fi<Xi+0) I converge. Then Let y be the interior points of intervals throughout which u is constant, together with the left-hand end points of these intervals at which co is continuous. It follows that F is continuous at these left-hand end points, since otherwise DaF could not be finite at such points. Let ** be any point on xx^x<m. Associate with xk a point xk+x on ixx, m) and to the right of xk as follows:
(a) If xk is a left-hand end point of an interval (a,-, ßi) and a point of y, select Xk+i so that (b) If Xk is a left-hand end point of an interval («i, ßt) but not a point of 7, select xk+x so that (3), (4), and (5) of (a) hold, and so that
mw (xk, xk+x) where i is the subscript of the set e^ containing xk, and where xk and xk+i axe on the same interval of the set A,-. (c) If xk is a point of E not coming under (a) or (b), select xk+i a point of E for which (3) and (6) hold.
(d) If xk is not a point of E, xk+i is the first point of E to the right of xk. Let (xi, xi ) be the intervals of the chain coming under (a). Since F is continuous at each xt then from (5) On account of (3) and (5) Taking e{ to be the set for which li-x<DJF-^li and using a similar argument we arrive at F(m -0) -F(/ -0) = fondeo + E{f OS* -0) -F(a< + 0)}.
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These two inequalities establish III.
We return now to the proof of Theorem IX. Let Ex be the set of points on (a, b) in every neighborhood of which DWF is unbounded. This set Ei is closed and, on account of I, non-dense on (a, ô). Let (a', ß') be an interval interior to an interval (a, ß) contiguous to Ex. Then by Theorem VIII F(ß' -0) -Fia' + 0) = I D"Fdo>.
Ja'+a F(ß-0) -Fia+0) is now determined by letting a' tend to a and ß' tend to ß. Thus Fiß-0) -F(a+0) is determined for all the intervals (o:¿, ß,) contiguous to .Ei.
Let Fk be the part of Ex such that, in every neighborhood of a point of Ei, DUF is unbounded for x on Ex, together with the points of Ex at which £ \F(ßi-0)-F(«i+0) | diverges. From I and II it follows that there exist intervals on (a, b) which contain points of Ex but no points of E2. Let (a', ß') be an interval interior to an interval (a, ß) contiguous to E2.
is determined by III above. Again F(/3-0)-i? (a+0) is determined by letting a' tend to a and ß' tend to ß. This process can be continued, and either terminates in a finite number of steps, or leads to an infinite set of closed sets Ex, E2, ■ ■ ■ each of which is contained in the preceding and is different from the preceding. Such a set of sets is countable.* But the finite and transfinite ordinals of the first and second class are more than countable, t Hence Ey vanishes for some finite or transfinite ordinal of the first or second class. It can be shown, moreover, that the first number y for which Ey vanishes cannot be of the second class. For then Ey would be the greatest common subset of a descending sequence of non-empty closed sets Ex, E2, • • • , and hence could not be empty. % Thus Ey vanishes for some number y of the first class, at which stage we have, on ac- Let aix) be a function of bounded variation on (a, b), and wix) the total variation of a(x) on (a, x). For all x and h it is evident that
From this it follows that | DJF | £ | DaF | .
Hence if 29aF is finite so also is Z^F. But we have seen that
(1) DaF = DJ/g, except for at most a set of co-measure zero. Let/(x) =DUF where DUF is given by ( 9. Indefinite integrals with respect to a non-decreasing function. Let e be a set on (a, b) measurable relative to co. Let ex be the part of e on (a, x), f(x) a function summable on e relative to co, and
From the definition of an integral, and from its properties mentioned above, it readily follows that F(x) is absolutely continuous relative to co. We prove Theorem XI. At each point of e except a set of u-measure zero, DUF exists and is equal to f.
For the proof of this theorem we first establish some preliminary results. Let e be any set on (a, b) with wco(e) >0. Let E be the set co(e), and E(x, h) the part of E contained in the set a(x, h). The right hand co-density of e at a point x is defined as
when this limit exists. The set of points x which are such that, for some h, mw(x, h) =0, has co-measure zero. Hence, except for a set of co-measure zero, we have mE(x, h)
We prove
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Lemma IL A t each point of e, except for a set of u-measure zero, the right hand co-density of e is equal to unity. For 0 <X < 1 let ex be the part of e for which there exists a sequence of positive numbers h, tending to zero such that mE (x, hi) ; ' < x (¿ = i,2,.-.).
moe(x, hi)
For X sufficiently small mo¡(e\) >0. Then from Lemma I there exists a finite set of intervals Ai = (xi} Xi+ht) for which
From (1) and (2) we get 2~^mB(xi, A») <X {ma(e\) + e}, and from (3) ¿^,mE(xi, hi) >mu(e\) -e. Since X<1 and e is arbitrary this is a contradiction. Hence the Lemma.
Lemma III. Let e' be any set on e which is measurable relative to co, and ce' the complement of e' on E. Let f be summable on e relative to co. Then for each point x of e', except for a set of a-measure zero, limf /¿w = 0 (h > 0).
Suppose there is a part ex of e' and a sequence of positive numbers hi, h2, ■ ■ ■ tending to zero for which
mco(x, h) Jce'ix.hx a point of ex, and wco(ex) >0. By Lemma II, except for a set of co-measure zero, the ratio mw {e'(x, hi)} /mos(x, hi) tends to unity. Consequentlymw {ce'(x, h)}/ma(x, hi) tends to zero, except for a set of co-measure zero. In both cases a; is a point of e\. From this and (1) it follows that, except for a part with co-measure zero, there corresponds to each point x of e\ a sequence of positive values hi, h2, ■ ■ ■ , h( tending to zero, for which 1 r ma ice'ix, hi)} (2) --/áco > X, and--' < e. maix, hi) Jce'ix.ho maix, hi)
To this part of ex we can then apply Lemma I and get a sequence of nonoverlapping intervals A< = (#,-, x(+hi) for which (2) holds, and for whicĥ r,tnuixi, hi) >wco(ex) -€. But this with (2) gives J/áco > X{»îco(ex) -«}, and £wco{ce'(:ïi, hi)} < e{a{b) -co(a)}.
Sce ''xi,hi) Then, since e is arbitrary, and /e/áco tends to zero as mwie) tends to zero, these inequalities lead to a contradiction. Thus the Lemma is proved.
Returning to the Theorem which we wish to establish, let (/n(i-i), lm) be a consecutive sequence of subdivisions of the range of ( -°°, °° ) for which as n increases /"<-/"(•-« tends to zero. By consecutive we mean that the points of division for n=r are included among the points of division for n=r+l. Let e"/ be the set for which /"«-d g/</n<. At each point of e"/ except a null set on co, the right-hand co-density of en/ is unity. If we discard these null sets for all values of n and i the total set discarded will still be a null set on co. We designate the remaining set by eni. On e",-let Pni = Li, and Fnix) = J xpnda.
Consider the ratio
iorx apoint of e"¿ with/(:*:)r¿0. Since the ratio mu {eniix, h))/mwix, h) tends to unity as h tends to zero, and since xpn is constant on e"<, the right hand side of (3) becomes
A-K» maix, h) Jeeni (.z,h) Hence, since a; is a point of e"¿, we get, from Lemma II, DJ?n = Pn.
If we now set/= xpn+tn, then 
But the last term on the right can be written
/\*n + -r~¿ f LdA-
Since f(x) 9^0, \pn is bounded from zero for all n sufficiently large. Also tn is arbitrarily near to zero for all n sufficiently large. These facts, in conjunction with (4) and Lemma II, show that for a fixed n and for all h sufficiently small we have
where e" tends to zero with n. Dividing numerator and denominator of the second member of this inequality by mu(x, h) we get
mu (x,h) where, as n becomes infinite, \pn tends to / and e"' tends to zero. Thus, at all points x for which f(x) ^0, DJ?=f(x) except for a set of co-measure zero. Let e be the set for which f(x) =0. For x a point of e we have
But by Lemma III the last term on the right tends to zero with h, except for a part of e with co-measure equal to zero. Thus at all points of E except a set of co-measure zero D"F=/=0. The same argument can be carried through for negative values of h and the ratio F(x + h) -F(x + 0) mw (x, h) 10. Totalization with respect to non-decreasing functions. The process out-lined above for determining Fib)-Fia) when D"F is given and finite at each point can be applied to any function fix) provided this function is suitably restricted. This process is called totalization, or Denjoy integration with respect to co, DfJix)doi. We now lay down a set of conditions which will insure that /be Denjoy integrable. If the function/defined on (a, b) satisfies the foregoing conditions relative to a non-decreasing function co, then for this function it is possible to calculate F(a, b). For if & is the interval (a, b) and Ex the points of non-summability of / relative to co, it follows from D that Ei is non-dense on (a, b). Hence A permits the determination of V(ca+0, ßi-0) for the intervals (a,-, ßi) contiguous to Ei on (a, b).
Let E2 be the set of points of non-convergence of 52F(cv¿+0, ß{-0) together with the points of non-summability of/over Ei relative to co. It follows from D that this set E2 is non-dense on Ex. Then C, followed by B, permits the determination of F(a¿+0, j3< -0) for the intervals (a{, ß,) contiguous to E2. This process can be continued. If 7 is a finite or transfinite number of the first class, then Ey is the set of points of non-summability of / over £7_i relative to co, together with the points of non-convergence of £{F(a¿+0, ßi-0) j where (at, ß,) are the intervals contiguous to Ey-i. As in the case of E2, C followed by B permits the determination of F(a¿+0, /3¿-0) for these intervals.
If 7 is a transfinite number of the second class then it is the set common to an infinite sequence of closed sets Ey, y' <y. If («;, ßi) is an interval contiguous to Ey, and (a', ß') an interval for which a{<a' <ß' <ß, then on (a', ß') Er vanishes for some 7'<y. Hence, in the process of arriving at the set Ey, V(a'+0, ß' -0) has been obtained. Then B permits the determination of F(ai+0, ßi -0) for every interval (a,-, ßi) contiguous to Ey.
This process leads to a set of closed sets Eh E2, • • -each of which is contained in the preceding and is different from the preceding. Precisely as in Theorem IX it can be shown that there exists a finite or transfinite number This number V(a, b) is called the total definite ox definite Denjoy integral of/ over (a, b) with respect to co. If condition D above holds for the particular sets Ei, E2, ■ ■ ■ used in the process of totalization, it holds for every closed set on (a, b) . This is shown as in the case of totalization relative to x* 11. Approximate derivatives and indefinite Denjoy integrals. The function F(x) is said to possess an approximate derivative relative to co if p(x, h) tends to a limit as h tends to zero with x+h on a set of density equal to unity at x. lif(x) satisfies the above conditions for being totalizable then a function F(x) is defined by
This function is the indefinite Denjoy integral of / with respect to co. The existence of F(x+0) and F(x -0) follows from A and B. We prove Theorem XII. The approximate derivative relative to co of F(x) is equal to f(x) at each point of (a, b) except at most for a set of a-measure zero. Let Ex be the points of non-summability of fx and/2. If (a, ß) is an interval contiguous to Ex and (a, ß') an interval for which a<a' <ß' <ß, then fx,f2, and/i+/2 are summable on (a , ß') relative to co, and
Hence, by letting a tend to a and ß' tend to'ß, we see that
(1) Via + 0, ß -0) = Viia + 0, ß -0) + F2(a + 0, ß -0).
The functions/i,/2, and/i+/2 satisfy condition D above relative to any closed set on (a, 6). Let E2 be the points of Ex which are points of non-summability of either fx or f2 over Ei with respect to co, together with the points of Ei at which either ¿Fi(a¿+0, ßt-0) or^Fü^+O, ß -0) diverges. The set £x is closed. Since condition D is satisfied by/i+/2 it follows that if (a, ß) is an interval contiguous to E2 and (a', ß') an interval for which a <a </?' <ß, then as a formula of integration by parts for Denjoy integrals with respect to a non-decreasing function.
We now proceed to a derivation of the Second Law of the Mean* for Denjoy integrals with respect to non-decreasing functions. First let <pix) be nonincreasing, bounded, and positive or zero on (a, b), and let fix) be Denjoy integrable. Also let <b and co have no discontinuities in common, and let co be continuous at b. Since <j> is bounded and of one sign it easily follows that f<p is Denjoy integrable with respect to co. Let e" = {<£(a+0)-#(& -0)}/«. Then for l^k¿n -1 there exists xk such that </>(a+0)-ken = <j>ixk), or </>(x*+0)^c/>(a+0) -ken^<t>ixk-0). There are thus defined p distinct points x[, x{, ■ ■ ■ , xv' on (a, 6) ip^n -l). Starting with x{ change each point xi which is a point of continuity of c6 but not a point of continuity of co to a new point Xk which is a point of continuity of co. This can be done in such a way that both \<pixi)-<pixk) \ < e"/2, and the new points xx, x2, ■ ■ • , xv are distinct and in the same order as x{, x{, ■ ■ ■ , x¿. On a^.x<xx let <pnix) = </>(a+0); on xx^x<x2 let <j>nix) =<pixi+0); ■ ■ ■ ; on xp^x^b let <pn ( 
